Abstract. Let A be an open set in R'" with compact smooth boundary, and let Q be the space of unordered Q tuples of points of R". F. J. Almgren, Jr. has developed a theory for functions/: A -> Q and used them to prove regularity theorems for area minimizing integral currents. In particular, he has defined in a natural way the space ''•M/),Q) of functions/: A -Q with square summable distributional partial derivatives and the Dirichlet integral Dir(/; A) of such functions. In this paper we study more general constant coefficient quadratic integrals G(/; A) which are Q elliptic in the sense that there is <■ > 0 such that G(/; A) > cDir(/; A) for/ 6 %(A;Q) with zero boundary values. We prove a lower semicontinuity theorem which leads to the existence of a G minimizing function with given reasonable boundary values. In the case m = 2 we also show that such a function is Holder continuous and regular on an open dense set. In the case m > 3 the regularity problem remains open.
Introduction. In [A] F. J. Almgren, Jr. has developed a theory of functions defined on a bounded open subset A of R"' with smooth boundary and taking values in the space Q of unordered Q tuples of points of R" (see [A2] for a summary). He studied a generalized Dirichlet integral for these functions and proved that for given Q valued boundary values in a Sobolev class there exists a Q valued Sobolev function minimizing such a Dirichlet integral and that the graph of this function outside an exceptional set of Hausdorff dimension at most m -2 is a real analytic submanifold of Rm+". This theory constituted a basic ingredient in Almgren's proof of the regularity theorem for m dimensional area minimizing integral currents in Rm+", according to which the Hausdorff dimension of the singular set of such a current is at most m -2.
The Dirichlet integral is useful in the study of area minimizing currents because the corresponding integrand is the quadratic component of the area integrand in a suitable Taylor expansion. There are many interesting geometric integrands other than area, in particular the elliptic ones as defined in [Al, 1.6] or [F, 5.1.2] , and it seems reasonable to investigate the variational calculus of Q valued functions in connection of their quadratic components. Consequently we shall consider quadratic polynomials G, G(pk)^2q(l,j,k,l)pkp'J, PERTTI MATTILA on the space Pin, m) of n X m matrices ipk). For any /: A -> R" with square summable distributional partial derivatives D,fk the G integral of /over A is Gif;A)= f^q(i.j,k,l)D,fkDifldC", J A where tm is the Lebesgue measure. In a natural way G(/, A) can be defined also for functions /: A -Q. We say that G is Q elliptic if Gif; A) > cY)ir(f; A) for all Lipschitzian functions/: A -> Q with compact support where c is a positive constant and Dir(/; A) the Dirichlet integral of /. Then any quadratic component of a geometric elliptic integrand is Q elliptic for every Q (see §3).
In this paper we prove a lower semicontinuity theorem for Q elliptic integrands (4.7)-(4.8), which leads to the existence of a Q valued G minimizing function with given boundary values (5.1). The corresponding lower semicontinuity theorem for the Dirichlet integral in [A] is reduced to the result for single valued functions via a map £0: Q -» R"Q which arranges in a suitable way the coordinates of the R" constituents of the elements of Q. This map preserves the Dirichlet integral, but it does not preserve the general integrals G( /; A ) because of the presence of the mixed products pkPj, and therefore the same method to get the lower semicontinuity does not work.
In §6 we prove that in the case m = 2 the G minimizing Q valued functions are locally Holder continuous, and we observe that in general continuity implies regularity on an open dense set. The continuity in the case m > 3 and the almost everywhere regularity in all cases remain as open problems.
It is well-known, see [H] , that 1 ellipticity in the above sense is equivalent to the strong ellipticity condition 2q(i,j,k,l)lèjVkV,>0
for (|,.£",) ¥= 0 and (tj,.tj,,) ¥= 0. Since Q ellipticity always implies 1 ellipticity, every Q elliptic integrand is strongly elliptic. The converse is probably also true. In fact, it seems very likely that an algebraic result of Terpsta [T] could be used to prove that if m = 2 or n = 2 then every strongly elliptic integrand is a quadratic component of some convex, and hence elliptic, geometric integrand, and is therefore also Q elliptic. However, Terpsta showed by an example that his result is false if m> 3 and n > 3, and this also implies that there are strongly elliptic integrands which are not quadratic components for convex geometric integrands. Still they might be Q elliptic for all Q's, and even quadratic components for some nonconvex elliptic geometric integrand, if such things exist. There are a great number of different definitions for ellipticity. In [Al] Almgren's definitions in the case of geometric integrands seem to depend on the coefficient group being used. In his thesis [S] V. Scheffer considered four notions of ellipticity for a C' integrand A: Rm X R" X Pin, m) ->■ Pin, m). Namely, in addition to the familiar notions of positive definiteness (1) (DAaJp)iz))-z>c\z\2 forzEPin,m), where c > 0 and Aahip) = Aia, b, p), and strong ellipticity (2) iDAa hip)iz))-z > c\z\2 for z E P(n, m) with rank z < 1, he introduced the following two new concepts:
for p E P(n, m) and for every smooth <p: R"' -» R] with compact support,
whenever z,, z\ E P(n, m) with rank (2,k=xz'¡ -2k=xz¡) < 1.
In the linear case the definitions (2), (3) and (4) are all equivalent and strictly weaker than (1) . In the general nonlinear case they all lead to different notions, and Scheffer proved that (1) => (3) => (2) and (4) =» (3), the opposite implications being false, and also that neither (1) implies (4) nor (4) implies (1) . As for the regularity of solutions of partial differential equations, these ellipticity conditions lead to different properties.
I want to thank Professor F. J. Almgren, Jr., for introducing me to this subject and for several helpful discussions.
1. Preliminaries. In our terminology and notation we follow [A] and [F] . Throughout the whole paper m, n and Q will be positive integers.
1.1. The space Q. The space of unordered Q tuples of points in R" is
where [[/'] ] is the Dirac measure at/. Q is equipped with the metric Q;
where a runs through all the permutations of {l,...,Q} [A, 1.1(2) ]. There are a bi-Lipschitzian homeomorphism £: Q -» Q* C R^ where P is a positive integer, and a Lipschitzian retraction p: RPQ -> Q* with p|Q* = 1Q, [A, 1.1(6) , (8)]. The map £ is defined by means of P suitably chosen orthogonal projections <nx,.. .,irp: R" -» R by the condition that £ (2,[[.y'] ]) -zû and only if for each k = \,...,n there is a permutation ok of {l,... ,Q) such that ykk{X) ^ykk(2) < ■ • • <ykk(Q) ana z(k-x)Q+i -y°iU) for i = l,..., Q. The first projections are taken to be the usual coordinate functions ir^x) = x¡ for x E R" and i = l,...,n.
1.2. Affine approximations. The set of all affine maps Rm -> R" is denoted by Ain, m). If h E Ain, m), we put Such a function h is uniquely determined and denoted by apAfia). If/is approximately affinely approximable at a, ap Af i a) = 1,f=x [[h']] and for all i, j either tí = h' or h'ia) ¥" h'ia), then / is said to be strongly approximately affinely approximable at a. This is true if £ ° / is approximately differentiable at a, and then (see [A, 1.4 
Clearly, if ß = 1, ap/l/(a) = ap Df(a) + fia).
1.3. r/iÉ" space *%2iA, Q). Suppose /I C R"' is open. '10 JB(x.r)nB (2) We say that a function /: A -» RA is ACL (absolutely continuous on lines) if whenever /? is a cube contained in A with sides parallel to the coordinate axis and -n is an orthogonal projection of R onto an m -1 dimensional face S of i?, /|ir~x{y) is absolutely continuous for \K"'~X almost all y E S. Any strictly defined function in %iA,Rk) is ACL [M, 3.1.8] . Conversely, if/is ACL and /and its first order partial derivatives are £"' square summable over A, then/ G ty2 (A, Rk) .
(3) The space L?)2(/1,Q) consists of those functions /: A -* Q for which £ ° /G l?i2(/4, R''0). We say that / is strictly defined if £ ° / is strictly defined. If /, g G %iA,Q), we write/= g if fix) = gix) for tm almost allxEA.
(4) The space 3Lil2(3^,Q) will be the set of those functions g: 3/1 -» Q for which there is a strictly defined/G ^2(Rm,Q) such that/(x) = gix) for %m~x almost all is strictly defined, g agrees with f%m~x almost everywhere on A n dB. By writing fßB E 3l?t2(3/3, Q) we mean that there is g G d%idB, Q) such that fdB = g, and by f\<\B = h\àB e d\idB,Q) we mean that tnere IS K E 36]t2(3/7,Q) such that fXXXB = g and hßB = g.
(5) Suppose %m-\U) < oo. If /, g G «J2(ITtQ) and /^ = g|iM G 3%(3/l,Q),
. One way to verify this is to show that if / and g are strictly defined, and hence ACL, then h is ACL. This clearly suffices, and it follows from the facts that if tt is the orthogonal projection of R"' onto a hyperplane V, then for %m~x almost all y E V the set dA n tT~]{y) is finite and the set dA n tr~x{y) n (x:/(x) ^ g(*)} is empty [F, 2.10 .11]. (8) Lemma. Suppose f, f E Ù1)2(/1,Q), /' = 1,2,..., are strictly defined, Dir(/, A), Dirif; A) < M < oo for i = 1,2,..., lim,-oc/^(Z, /)2 ¿£m = 0, E EA is (%m~x, m -1) rectifiable %m~x measurable set [F,3.2. 14], g: £ -Q and fix) = gix) for x E E,i= 1,2,.... T/ie« /(x) = gix) for %m~ ' û/otoî/ all x E E.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the lemma for real-valued functions /, /, G ty2 (A, R) . Suppose the lemma is false. Then there are e > 0, a cube REA with sides parallel to the coordinate axis and a closed set F C E D R such that 3Cm_1(F) > 0 and |/(x) -g(x)|s= e for x E F. Since F is (fR'""1, m -I) rectifiable, there is an m -1 dimensional face S of R parallel to {x E Rm: x¡ = 0} for some j such that X"'~ '(T7/7) > 0 where it: R -S is the orthogonal projection [F, 3.2.27 Then trB = ttF and £"'(73 ~ B,) -0, which implies Xm~\vB¡) -> Xm~\irB) = %mi-irF), because
Suppose z EttB, is such that f\tr '{z} and /|7t '{z} are absolutely continuous, which is true for X '"' ' almost all r G wT?,. There are v G 7?, n 7r~'{z} and x G F n 77-'{z} such that \x-y\<8. Letting i' -» oo we get a contradiction 5 3= e2'.X '"" \irF)/(lc]M). 1.4. Quadratic integrands. Let P(n, m) be the set of real n X m matrices (/>,*), / = 1.m, k = 1.n. For any function G: P(n, m) -» R we denote
If /: B -Q, BE R"', we set G/(a) = Gap/l/(a) whenever ap/l/(a) exists, and G( /; B) = jB Gf(x) d£"'x whenever jB Gf(x)dtmx exists. In the rest of this paper we shall assume that G is a quadratic constant coefficient integrand given by G{Pk) = liq{i,J,k,l)pkpll, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where q(i, j, k, I), i, j = 1.m, k, I = I,.. .,n, are real numbers which satisfy q(i,j,k,l) = q (j,i,t,k) .
Clearly this is no restriction, because the original coefficients q(i, j, k, I) and qij, i, I, k) could be replaced by iqii, j, k, I) + qij, i, I, k))/2 without affecting the values of G.
The integrand leading to the Dirichlet integral is (/>*) \-*\p\2 = 2ipk)2. We shall fix for the rest of the paper a constant C0 such that for any n X m matrix p, | Gp |< C" \p |2. Then iff E %(A,Q) and B is £"' measurable with t"\B ~ A) = 0, |G(/;B)|<C0Dir(/;/3).
We say that G is Q elliptic if there is c > 0 such that As remarked in the Introduction, I do not know whether, in fact, Q ellipticity would reduce to the usual notion of strong ellipticity.
1.5. Intervals in Rm. By an interval in Rm we mean a nondegenerate rectangle with sides parallel to the coordinate axis. We shall denote by *3l the set of all open intervals in Rm for which the ratios of the side-lengths are all strictly less than 2. We also denote by <5l the corresponding £m Vitali relation [F, 2.8.16 ] consisting of all pairs (x, R) such that R E <3l and x is the centre of R. It is well known [F, 2.9 .8] that for any locally £m summable function/: Rm -» R (2) (6ft) lim £"-(/?)"' ffdñm=fix)
for £"'almost all x G R"'.
We shall use the following notation. Given 0 < t < oo and an open interval R with centre x and side-lengths dx,...,dm, tR will stand for the open interval with centre x and side-lengths tdx,...,tdm.
If /: Rm -» R is £m locally summable and The first formula of (2) is clear by the definitions of £ and Sk, and it implies that Sk o /is approximately differentiable at a. Since SA ° ap Af(a) is affine, the second formula follows from the first and (1).
(3) is obvious by (2). To prove the last statement we may assume that /, g and <p are strictly defined on an open ball Ucontaining Clos A, f, g E %(U, Q) and tp G %(U, R). Then tp(x) = 0 (resp. <p(x) = 1) for X"'~x almost all x G dA and H defined by the same formula belongs to °l*2(U,Q). It is straightforward to verify that every common Lebesgue point of £ ° /, £ ° g and <p is also a Lebesgue point of H, and thus H agrees %m~x almost everywhere on U with a strictly defined function. Since 7V(x) =/(x) (resp.
H(x) = g(x)) for X"'~] almost all x G dA, it follows that H^A = fdA (resp. H,aA = Since £ ° /and £ ° g are ACL, it follows that also tp is ACL, and for /' = l,...,m and £"' almost all x G A, \D¡<p(x)\<Lipti{\D,U° f)(x)\+\Di(i° g)(x)\).
Consequently, the partial derivatives of tp are square summable, and tp E ^2( A, R). The estimate for | D<p(x) | follows immediately from the estimates for | D,cp(x) |.
We can prove the last statement in the same way as we proved the last statement of 2.4 observing that the above estimate for |tp(x) -q>iy)\ implies that tp agrees X m~ almost everywhere with a strictly defined function. Proof. Let /,, I2,... be the dyadic intervals in R. It follows from Fatou's lemma that liminf,/(i) < oo for £' almost all t E A n /,; hence there are r, G A n /, and a subsequence (/') of (/) such that sup, fx(tx) < oo. Similarly, there are t2 G A n I2 and a subsequence if2) of (/') such that sup¿ /2(?2) < oo. Continuing this process we can take D = [tx, f2,...} and (/ ) = (/').
Lemma. Suppose
are strictlydefined, lim^n fA §(f¡, f)2 d£m = 0 and sup, Dir(/;/I) < oo. Then there are a subsequence (f¡ ) of if) and for each k = 1,..., m a dense subset Dk of R such that if t E Dk and V = {x G Rm: xk = t), then lim f ¿,(f,f)2dX'"-x=0 and sup dir(/:; A n V) < oo.
7-00 J An v ' j Proof. We first take k = 1 and denote V(t) = (x E Rm: xx = t} for t E R. By
Fubini's theorem the functions t -» jAnV{l)$if, f)2 dX"'~x converge to zero in the mean, and so there is a subsequence ( f°) of ( /) such that
for £' almost all t E R. We apply Lemma 2.6 to the functions n-»/" |apvl/.0|2irtCm-1 JAnV{t) to find a dense subset Dx of R and subsequence (/') of (/°) such that for / G Dx (1) holds and supdir(/'; A n K(/))<sup f \apAfx \2 dX"'~l < oo.
Next we take k = 2 and apply the above argument to ( / ' ) to obtain D2 and a subsequence if2) of (/'). Continuing in this manner we get (/"') for the required subsequence. Proof. We assume, as we may, that / is strictly defined. We set according to [A, 2.3(2) Proof. Suppose G( /, R ) = a < 0. We may assume that R is a cube centered at the origin, since we can always extend / outside R as the constant c. Let d be the side-length of R. For each positive integer k we divide R into km cubes Rx,...,Rkm with the side-length d/k and centres x,,...,xkm. We define gk(x)=fik(x-x,)) forxER"i= l,...,k"'.
since SkpR, = c for each »'• 8k e %(*. Q) and gkßR = c. As
Ggk(x) = k2Gf{k{x -x,)) for £"' almost all x G R,,
we have G(gk; R,) = k2 f Gfikix-x,))dtmx = k2'"' f Gfix) dtmx = k2~ma, JR and G(gA; R) = 2k2xGigk; /?,) = k2a --oo as k -» oo. This contradicts Lemma 4.3.
A more precise form of the above lemma will be given in 6.2.
4.5. Lemma. There is a constant C depending only on m, n, Q and G such that if R G ft,/, g G %iR,Q)andfdR = gdR G d%idR,Q) then Gig; R) ^ -CDir(/; R).
Proof. We may use a linear transformation of Rm to reduce the proof to the case where R is a unit cube in Rm. We denote by || ||2 the usual L2-norm and we use the norm || ||22 = || ||2 + Dir,/2 on %(R,Q). Below CX,C2 and C3 will be positive constants depending only on m, n,Q and G.
By Poincaré inequality [GT, p. 157, (7.45) ] there is a constant X E RPQ such that ll£°/-A|l2<C,(Dir(£°/;,R)),/2.
Using [M, 3.4 .3] we find <p E %(2R,RPQ) such that <p|32Ä = 0, <p|Ä = £°/-A, VßR = í ° Z" Vand||<p||2,2 < C2||£° /-a||2,2. We set A = £"' o p o ((p + A) . Then Gif; R)>Gih;R) -C(eDir(/; R) + eM2£"'(R)
whenever/ G \(R, Q) with fiR = A | dR.
Proof. We set C, = 10(LippLip£)2, C2 = C,(l + 18(Lip£-'Lip£)2),
choose integers k0 and kx such that 2-k«~x <(l6Lip(£-' op)Lip£)"'x<2-*", kx -1 <k0 + 2/e<kx, and takeô = 2"*1.
Let A, R and d be as above, and let / G l?i2(/LQ) with fäR = h \ dR. We note that d Lip A < tjX M ^ 8. The sets ¿Â. = {x E R: 2~k < $ifix), hix)) < 2~k+x). k = k0,k0+ 1.kx, are disjoint and £"' measurable and, since kx -k0 > 2/e, there is k such that setting A = Ak, we have Dir(/; A) <eDir(/; Ä), Dir(A; A) <eDir(A; R).
We also denote Ç = 2~k and
We define t/»: R -R setting »KO = 0 for f < f, »KO = (r -f )/? f or f «S r < 2f, Proof. We may assume that the functions / and / are strictly defined, that the numbers Dir(/; R), Dir(/; R) and tm(R) are all at most one and that the limit lim,G(/, Ä) exists. We extend /and /to clos R letting/|3A = g and/.| dR = g,.
Let 0 < f < 1/3. There is a, 0 < a < f, such that for any £"' measurable set A ER (1) L1M ( 
S-.T Js
Let e = r2$/M2 and let tj and 8 be the positive numbers given by Lemma 4.6 corresponding to M, e and X. By Vitali's covering theorem we can find disjoint intervals Rk G (;R, k = 1.p, with centres xA EA and diameters dk such that
Xh(x)>X for x E Rkwherehk = apAf(xk),
Dir(/; (1 + r)2Rk ~ Rk) < 2M2£"'((1 + r)2Rk ~ Rk) < &m(Rk), il) f §(f,hk)2dtm<edZ'+2,
£"'{x G Rk: g(/(x), hk(x)) > 8/2) < e£m(Rk).
Here (8) follows from the definition of apAf(xk). Moreover, passing to a subsequence without changing the notation, we may select Rk's so that the faces of dRk are contained in hyperplanes V given by Lemma 2.7 . Hence for k = l,...,p (9) lim / $if,f)2d%m-x=0 and (10) supdir(/;3/vA)< oo.
From (1), (4) and (5) (9) and (10) hold for all k = l,...,q. We denote R'k = (1 + r)2Rk and choose intervals Rk E ft such that Clos Rk C R"k C (1 +t)Ra. and (12) Dit(f;R'¿~Rk)<£tm(Rk).
In the following CX,C2,... will denote positive constants depending only on m, n, Q and G. Let k = l,...,q. By (9), (10) and Lemma 2.8 by (12). Therefore
Since gkJXdR'¿ = /3R», Lemma 4.5 yields a constant C3 such that, by (14) and (12),
G(fr,Rk)>G(gk/,R'¿)-C2&m(Rk) > -C3Dir(/; R"k) -C2&m(Rk) > -C3Dir(/; Rk) -Qt;tm(Rk).
Let k = 1.p. We choose a function <pA : R"' -> R of class 1 such that 0 < tpA < 1, <jpA(x) = 0 for x E R'k\ <pk(x) = 1 for x E R" ~ R'k and |£><pA(x)|*s C5/(tí/a) for x G R"'. This is possible because (1 + T)R'k C R'k. We use Lemma 2.4 to define gk = Hif,hk,<pk)E%iR'k,Q) for which gA|3Ä-, = fßR,, gA|3/?, = AA|3R. and, recalling (6) and (7) 
Due to (2) and (3) License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Summing over k and recalling ( 15), ( 11 ) and ( 1 ) rectifiable, G is a Q elliptic integrand and g E 3%(3y4,Q). Then there is a G minimizing function f E ^2iA,Q) with fa = g.
Proof.
There are an open interval R, A C R C Rm, and g G %iR,Q) with 8\SA = 8 and gßR = 0. If / G %iA, Q) with fa = g, then we can extend f to R so that fix) = gix) for x G R ~ A and fE%iR,Q). Let c > 0 be a g ellipticity bound for G. Then, since/3Ä = 0, cDir(/; A) < cDir(/; R) ^ G(/; R) = G(f; A) + G(g; R~A). which proves the theorem.
6. Regularity of G minimizing functions on 2-dimensional domains. In this section we assume that G is a Q elliptic integrand with Q ellipticity bound c > 0. We shall prove that in the case m = 2 the G minimizing functions are Holder continuous and regular on an open dense set.
Then V is open and dense in (7"'(0, 1). Furthermore, for every x E V there are a neighborhood W of x and real analytic functions fx,...,fa. W -R" such that [A, 2. 14.10(3)]), and hence real analytic by [M, §6.6] .
